Dual-Acceptor-Based Upconversion Luminescence Nanosensor with Enhanced Quenching Efficiency for in Situ Imaging and Quantification of MicroRNA in Living Cells.
Upconversion nanoparticles (UCNPs) have become competitive materials for bioanalysis, bioimaging, and early diagnosis of diseases, especially cancers. However, traditional upconversion luminescence (UCL) nanosensors are often challenged with complicated covalent modification and relatively poor stability. As efficient energy acceptors in the luminescence resonance energy-transfer (LRET) process, organic dyes exhibit unique advantages such as easy modification and stable property. Herein, a simple and universal bioplatform is constructed for in situ imaging and quantitation of intracellular microRNA-21 (miR-21) using dual-acceptor-based upconversion nanoprobes with enhanced quenching efficiency. In this assay, UCNPs with core-shell structures are synthesized, in which the emitting ions are confined in the shell to take the energy donors and acceptors in close proximity. The complementary DNA (cDNA) that can specifically recognize target miR-21 is labeled with organic dyes TAMRA and black hole quencher as dual acceptors and easily assembled on UCNPs via electrostatic adsorption. Compared with only one acceptor for LRET, two dyes quench more luminescence of UCNPs (>60%), which thus reduce the background and improve the sensitivity. With the enhanced quenching efficiency and simple assembly process, the proposed system is readily applied to in situ imaging of miR-21 in different cancer cells, which further achieves quantification of miR-21 in MCF-7 cells. Therefore, our proposed dual-acceptor-based upconversion nanoplatform opens up new opportunities for sensitive analysis of miRNA and provides potential applications in biomedical and clinical research.